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Taboo as a useful category of historical analysis1
At the dawn of the new millennium, a German professor of Slavic stud
ies carried out a survey among Poles on the presence of taboos in
Polish culture. Respondents puzzled over questions relating to what
they were not allowed to say, what was not spoken of, what taboo was
and who or what supervised its observance.2 The study revealed that,
according to one quarter of Poles, you could speak of everything in
contemporary Poland, and there were only two topics here which were
clearly taboo. Almost half of the respondents indicated sex as the most
important taboo in the Polish culture3. Survey results also indicated
that “speaking negatively about the Church” is a “collectively anchored
and sanctioned” taboo in Poland. Other taboo topics are much less
present. Respondents only marginally indicated violence, abortion,
homosexuality, Jewish-related topics and anti-Semitism, death, love,
drugs, disease, politics, euthanasia, incest, pornography, corruption,
contraception or xenophobia were only marginally pointed out by the
respondents. According to the study results, the community (public
opinion, social norms) and the Church (clergy, Catholicism, pope, reli
gion) perform the supervision over the observance of the taboo4.

1 Badania przeprowadzone w ramach projektu finansowanego przez Naro
dowe Centrum Nauki (N N108 252135).
2 M. Fleischer, Obszar tabu w systemie polskiej kultury, „Rocznik Cen
trum Studiów Niemieckich i Europejskich im. Willy Brandta Uniwersytetu
Wrocławskiego”, nr 1 (2003), p. 21.
3 30% of respondents stated it was something “not spoken o f, although
only 17% were convinced “you were not allowed” to speak of sex.
4 Ibidem, pp. 24, 28-29.
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An analysis of the results of the survey carried out by Fleischer, rela
tively innovative in Poland, provides some information on social con
sciousness regarding the phenomenon of taboo but, at the same time,
begs the question whether this type of research makes sense. Can
you ask questions regarding taboo in the same manner you ask Poles
about their holiday or voting preferences? Is taboo only something you
are not allowed to say/is not spoken of? Where certain things, such
as sex, are not spoken of? At home, with husband or wife, or at work?
What does it mean to speak negatively about the Church? Does this
relate to a discussion of columnists about secret agents in the Polish
Church during the communist era? Or to criticising a poor sermon dur
ing Sunday dinner?
These concerns lead a social historian researching the communist-era Poland to believe that the fact that none of the sociologists of the
60’s and 70’s had the idea to carry out a similar survey is not worth
regretting5. The quantitative sociological research once again confirms
that there are enormous difficulties in grasping the scientific phenom
enon of taboo in society in 20th century. It is also undoubtedly related to
the great conceptual confusion and identifying taboo simply as a ban,
norm, decency, and finally, political correctness, superstition, dogma,
silence or omission6.
Taboo. S em antic journeys.
The concept of taboo, literally meaning “forbidden”, “sacred” brought
over by James Cook, or rather, due to objective reasons, by his succes
sor as captain — Sir James King, in the logbook from the Polynesian
islands at the end of the eighteen century, can, without a doubt, be
described as one of the most popular goods imported to Europe from
overseas7. Thanks to the popularity enjoyed, especially in the British
5 Permission to carry it out would probably not be granted.
6 K. Kończal, Uniwersalny fenomen, „Borussia” 37 (2005), p. 31.
7 James Cook wrote in his diary: The people o f Atooi(...) resemble those
o f Otaheite [Tahiti]in the slovenly state o f their religious places, and in offering
vegetables and animals to their gods. The taboo also prevails in Atooi, in its full
extent, and seemingly with much more rigour than even at Tangataboo. For the
people here always asked, with great eagerness and signs o f fear to offend,
whether any particular thing, which they esire to see, or we were unwilling to
shew, was taboo, or, as they pronounced the word, tafoo?”, quoted in: F. Stein-
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Isles, through the writings of the famous captain, the concept gradu
ally took up a stunning career in the colloquial languages of European
countries. As early as at the turn of the eighteenth and nineteenth cen
turies, it entered encyclopaedias, thus filling the language ‘vacuum’, to
express “secularised sanctities and simultaneously prohibition of their
violation”8. Explorers and adventurers, who followed in the footsteps of
Cook, have also felt obliged to pay special attention to the phenomenon
of taboo. According to critical researchers, nineteenth-century explor
ers reported public usage of the word taboo as often as the word bak
sheesh can be heard when travelling to the cities of the Levant, even
though, according to Captain Cook, taboo was more often seen than
heard, and as a word (however ridiculous this may sound) was hardly
noticeable.
Overt and hidden meanings of taboo were studied by the greatest
anthropologists, sociologists and psychologists of the second half of
the nineteenth and first half of the twentieth century: William Robert
son Smith, James Frazer, Sigmund Freud, Lucien Lévy-Bruhl, Alfred
Radcliffe-Brown, Émile Durkheim9. Particular interest in taboo emerged
in Britain in the second half of the nineteenth century; what contempo
rary critics justify with the Victorian minds’ fascination with the forbid
den. It is justified to say that the publications issued and discussed in
the studies of the University of Cambridge were the answer to this era’s
social demand for this type of topic. Franz Steiner observed, prior to
World War II, that a reflection on the functioning of taboo is very strong
ly associated with the culture contemporary to the examiner/observer
of the phenomenon10. The very fact that James Cook was the first to
draw attention to taboo in the religious and magical space of the Poly
nesian communities did not necessarily mean — he wrote — that his
er, Selected writings, vol.1: Taboo, truth and religion, ed. by J. Adler, R. Fardon,
New York: Berghahn Books 1999, p. 109. Cf. K. O’Grady, The Semantics of
Taboo. Menstrual Prohibitions in the Hebrew Bible, in: Wholly Woman, Holy
Blood: A Feminist Critique o f Purity and Impurity (Studies in Antiquity and Chris
tianity), ed. by K. De Troyer, J.A. Herbert, J.A. Johnson, A.-M. Korte, Trinity
Press International 2003, pp. 1-3.
8 K. Kończal, Uniwersalny fenom en.., p. 33.
9 E.E. Evans-Pritchard, Preface, in: F. Steiner, Taboo, Routledge 2004 (Re
print edition), p. 12.
10 F. Steiner, Selected writings.., pp.132-139.
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predecessors, the great Spanish and Danish explorers, had not come
across it. Perhaps none of them found it as important as the protestant
explorer.
Taboo has widely been used by religious studies researchers for
comparative analysis of the great cultures, especially within Judaism,
and it served them to prove, using the theory of evolution, the thesis of
the transformation of primitive cultures towards progressive and ethical
ones. According to James Frazer, taboo, which as universally agreed
upon, uniquely combines impurity and sanctity, was one of the essen
tial elements of magical thinking and, as “a negative form of magic”,
was used to prevent unwanted events. In this way, the demonic power
inherent in the taboo was used to prove the specificity, but also the
inferiority, of ‘primitive cultures’ to ‘developed cultures’. According to
Robert Marett, it provided protection from danger resulting from the su
pernatural powers of people, things and places. Émile Durkheim also
considered taboo as an extremely important component of religion. He
considered the prohibition of contact with what had been desecrated
a prerequisite for establishing contact with sanctity11.
Franz Steiner, an employee of the Institute of Social Anthropology
of the University of Oxford, a very devout Jewish immigrant from the
Czech Republic, was the first researcher to undertake a thorough and
critical analysis of the functioning of this concept in the field of cultural
anthropology. He concluded something that is even today repeated like
a mantra in all modern studies. He wrote that a lot of very different is
sues are discussed under the heading ‘taboo’12.
According to Steiner, taboo can be generally described as a phenom
enon linked primarily to the mechanisms of obedience, of ritual nature,
including to specific rules of behaviour in emergency situations, strictly
adhered to, which as such are not only related to the protection of indi
viduals in danger but also to the protection of the whole of community
from “endangered — and therefore dangerous — persons”13. He noted,
however, that when considering taboo, we have to currently take into
account a number of social mechanisms, forms of which do not fall un11 Taboo, in: Robert H. Winthrop, Dictionary o f Concepts in Cultural Anthro
pology, Greenwood Press, 1991, pp. 295-297.
12 F. Steiner, Selected w ritin g s ., p.107.
13 Ibidem.
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der one category. This was in contradiction with the existing broad prac
tical application of this category in the field of social sciences, where the
narrow understanding of taboo as a negative sanction — “a prohibition
whose infringement results in an automatic penalty without human or
supernatural mediation”14. Steiner rejected the unambiguous definition
of taboo formulated by Margaret Mead in 1935, noting it was not even
applicable to the peoples of the Pacific, where it supposedly derived
from. As proof of this, he quoted Captain King’s story about a girl who
visited the European ship and had some prohibited foods, consisting of,
inter alia, pork, and then, as the records tell us, she did not drop dead
immediately, but was heavily beaten as punishment by her countrymen.
He pointed out that the Polynesian taboo itself, which incidentally he
described as unusual, concerned practices aimed at “avoiding certain
behaviour” that could involve very different issues not related to magic:
reserving rights to specific items, selecting cereals to be cultivated in
a given place, subordinating local dignitaries to the ruler, etc15.
The structural functionalists proposed the new approach to the sub
ject of taboo. They finally ceased to associate taboo with ‘irrational’ ‘un
enlightened’, with ‘primitive mentality’. Radcliffe-Brown has interpreted
taboo as a value of ritual nature, through which the most fundamental
values for social life are revealed. Rites of passage associated with
maturation, entering into a marriage and death played a particularly
important role in this system. Such an approach has been developed
by the British anthropologist Mary Douglas, who demonstrated that all
social structures are connected by a thin and tangled thread, woven by
the concepts of impurity, disorder, danger and taboo16.
Mary Douglas’s considerations on taboo appeared in the least ap
propriate moment for them — the era of flower power and joyful viola
tion of all possible taboos. Consequently, her arguments did not meet
with any special interest at the time of their publication and had to wait
for a long time to be recognised. Her Purity and Danger has finally
been recognised as one of the most interesting and influential works
in the field of cultural anthropology published in the twentieth century.
14 Ibidem, p. 108.
15 Ibidem, pp. 209-211
16 Taboo, pp. 295-297.
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As Joanna Tokarska-Bakir emphasises — expanding the horizons of
research on taboo and its relativisation was not the only breakthrough
concept of Mary Douglas. She also referred to dirt (impurity) as a very
important element of a cultural system. The fact that she demonstrated
“the inner rationality of prohibitions and their inevitability, however con
fusing and burdensome they might be,” must have had a negative im
pact on the reception of her book at the time of its publication in 196617.
Douglas has, to some extent, opposed all those who considered taboo
to be atavistic social practices, and those breaking them became ‘sol
diers of modernity and rationalism’. According to her, taboo is not in
itself bad or good, right or wrong; it simply exists and, in its own way,
affects the social norms and values18. Therefore, it should not be used
to evaluate the world as a black and white reality.
Taboo — Douglas writes — “is a spontaneous device for protecting
the distinctive categories of the universe. Taboo protects the local con
sensus on how the world is organised. It shores up wavering certainty.
It reduces intellectual and social disorder”.19
Taboo as ordering b y avoiding
Taboo will exist as long as there will be culture — all the same;
be it the culture o f African Lele, American crim inal gangs, ‘interna
tional banking conspiracies’ (Richard Rorty), German concentration
camps, Byzantine or gay culture — for taboo is a condition o f its
self-definition20.

Only such an explicit recognition of the functioning of taboo as a uni
versal element which governs social order may serve a historian as
a methodological basis for the analysis of societies of the twentieth
century, although it certainly places our discussion within the structural
ist positions and the belief in the universality of the ritualisation of social
17 J. Tokarska-Bakir, Energia odpadków, in: M. Douglas, Czystość i zma
za, Warszawa 2007, pp. 7-12. C.f. B. Walczak, Brud a społeczeństwo. Funk
cja marginalizacji kategorii z perspektywy antropologii społecznej, „Kultura
i Społeczeństwo” 50, 4 (2006), pp. 143-156.
18 G. Koch, Between Fear o f Contact and Self-Preservation: Tabor and its
Relation to Dead, “New German Critique”, No. 90: Taboo, Trauma, Holocaust
(2003), p. 73.
19 M. Douglas, Purity and Danger, New York 2002, p. 9.
20 Ibidem.
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life, subject to the reservation of the general volatility of social struc
tures and patterns of thinking made by Douglas. Taboo is present in
every culture, but in a specific way for each culture, just as every culture
has its own concept of ‘dirt’ and ‘defilement’. In her opinion, the fear of
breaking a taboo is also universal, and it is related to a conviction that
certain phenomena /items /people are impure.
In this way, it overcomes the (still present) basic division of taboo
between the primitive taboo — relating to the exotic system of primitive
beliefs — and the contemporary taboo, which, despite various differ
ences, are similar, pointing to the trophic taboo as the best example.
Taboo processes, in Douglas’s concept, are part of the system of
methods of dealing with phenomena not falling into the categories of
cultural pattern and having ‘ambiguities’ which can not be explicitly re
corded anywhere. Both of them, as so-called anomalies, are associ
ated with ‘dirt’, and according to Douglas, with ‘what is not in place’,
and thus it is a potential threat to the existing order. The tendency to
organise ‘what is not in place’, what is ‘unclear’ provokes a concrete so
cial action. According to Tokarska-Bakir, Douglas identified five patterns
of dealing with these “different situations”:
1. Avoiding ‘anomalies’ through the establishment of taboo, which con
firms and reinforces the definitions with which they are incompat
ible;
2. Disqualification of ‘anomaly’ through re-qualification, which limits its
ambiguity;
3. Physical control;
4. Labelling a phenomenon as a ‘danger’, thus pushing the ‘anomaly’
away, creating a cordon sanitaire around it;
5. Sacralisation of ‘anomaly’, subjecting it to rituals and then using it for
the same ends as they are used in mythology and poetry to enrich
meaning and to call attention to other levels of existence21.
For the researcher of taboo, these conclusions are important, as they
let you realise that ‘tabooisation’ as a way of action against ‘anomaly’
is never detached. It is almost always accompanied by other phenom
ena. Joanna Tokarska-Bakir illustrated this phenomenon using the ex
ample of homosexuality in nineteenth-century English society, which
21 M. Douglas, Purity and danger..., pp. 48-50.
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simultaneously subjected people of this sexual orientation to physical
control through punishments such as imprisonment, ideological control
through association with danger (a cordon sanitaire is here formed by
the odium of sin and vice, and then by association to a disease that
has to be cured), disqualification of ‘anomaly’ (a new norm appears in
the scientific discourse — homosexuality is beginning to be defined
as a different sexual identity and not as a sinful choice) and, finally,
‘anomaly’ is avoided through the introduction of taboo (social ostracism
— homosexual men are described as ‘decadents’ and ‘aesthetes’)22.
In a similar way, you can organise the social practices relating to
one of the phenomena defined as a social problem of Communist-era
Poland-divorce.
At the end of the sixties, in rural houses in the Ciechanów area,
where divorce has remained an urban eccentricity, something spoken
of from the church pulpit, on the radio, television, within school com
mons or in films shown by a visiting rural touring cinema twice a month,
Warsaw ethnologists have noted the following, typical according to
them, statement:
Once a woman enters a relationship, there’s nothing you can do
about it. Guys torm ent women; she’s gonna do a b it o f crying, but
has to raise her kids; otherwise, she would be ashamed in front o f
people23.

“Life was not easy after divorce” — complained women in response
to the first survey on the subject carried out in Poland by the “Kobieta
i Życie” magazine in 1974:
M y friends and fam ily turned away from me. Men were interested in
me, but they only tried to get me to bed24.

A woman who left her husband and moved from her native village to
a nearby town wrote:
Among people I felt as if I was a “leper”. People here are prejudiced,
and a woman without a husband is suspicious. I was young, rather
pretty, but I was scared o f a bad reputation25.
22 J. Tokarska-Bakir, Energia odp ad ków ., p. 34.
23A. Zadrożyńska, Zawarcie małżeństwa. Analiza systemu wartościowania,
Warszawa 1974, p. 49.
24 „Kobieta i Życie” nr 19, 12 V.1974, p. 10.
25 „Kobieta i Życie” nr 18, 5 V.1974, p. 13.
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The above sources indicate the existence of the practice of bypassing/
avoidance, i.e. of the tabooisation of divorce through the practice of
ostracism.
Simultaneously, the sociologists of the first half of the sixties record
ed residents of Nowa Huta stating that:
. th e r e is one divorced woman in our neighbourhood, and now no
one knows where she is ... These sort o f people usually don’t have
a place to stay, so they hit the bottle, and women tend to start hang
ing out in p u b s . 26 .

Divorce was also to be, according to many surveyed women, a down
ward spiral leading women to prostitution27. All of these statements in
dicate further control practices (ideological control): associating divorce
with a real danger; in this case, with phenomena perceived as social
pathologies — alcoholism, immoral conduct and finally prostitution.
It should be noted, however, that twenty years earlier, divorce had
been, using Douglas’s terminology, qualified as ‘a norm’, when, on the
1st of January 1946, it was introduced into the Polish Civil Code. So,
when ethnologists, led by Anna Zadrożyńska at the turn of the sixties
and seventies, visited a collective farming village in the Koszalin area,
the inhabitants of which had migrated from the Kielce area, they heard
stories of people’s lives for whom divorce was often an integral part of
life’s experience, which did not result in stigmatism28.
Simultaneously, the analysis of court cases carried out by Józef
Górecki demonstrate that a divorce was easily obtained in cases of
spouses who had been separated for decades or who hated each other
with a passion and demonstrated this hatred in the courtroom, e.g. “the
husband’s behaviour indicates he is a psychopath”. It was favourable
(e.g. useful for convincing the court about the need to grant the divorce)
to demonstrate, apart from emotional tensions, “primitiveness” and “ob
tuseness”. It was advisable to deliver to the court a certificate of criminal
record, rehab treatment, a stay in prison or a psychiatric institution, etc.
The following words from the courtroom Górecki quotes as persuasive:
26 J. Wódz, Rozwody w świadomości społecznej mieszkańców Nowej Huty,
„Kultura i Społeczeństwo” 9, 1 (1965), pp. 137, 142.
27 J. Wódz, Zjawiska patologii społecznej a sankcje społeczne i prawne,
Warszawa 1973, p. 161.
28 Ibidem, pp. 6 3 - 68.
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“I was afraid of him; he is a real bastard. I hate him and will not live with
him.” In such cases, the chances of getting a divorce increased. In the
case of uncontested divorce cases, the chances decreased. After all,
cultured people should be able to come to an agreement for the sake
of the child29. The legal practice of the sixties led to a phenomenon,
described by Barbara Łobodzińska in 1986, of the criminalisation of
divorce, which was to be primarily associated with the margins of soci
ety. One instance has thus applied two completely different patterns of
action toward divorce, incorporating a kind of chaos into the ‘disorder’
of the officially propagated social system of Communist-era Poland.
Perhaps this inconsistency can be interpreted as evidence of the weak
ness of the instance. Without a doubt, however, the taboo of divorce in
Poland of the 60’s was reinforced by a number of other actions, pushing
this phenomenon into the margins of social acceptance.
M orphology o f taboo
Taboo does not only operate in a complex system of the social control
of phenomena which are considered undesirable, but it itself has a mul
tilevel structure. On the one hand, it consists of the taboo area (the so
-called object of taboo) and an instance supervising its observance (an
element justifying compliance with the taboo). On the other hand, as we
might have observed, it is subject to stratification divisions: for public
discourses and for different social groups.
The above-mentioned actions toward ‘anomaly’ may indicate to the
researcher that he/she is dealing with a potential object of taboo. Taboo
is, however, an informal prohibition of a certain behaviour/requisition
to bypass (avoid). There are no records of topics which, for example,
should not be raised, of topics that cause embarrassment, shame or
even disgust. Taboo leaves traces, however, examples of which ap
peared in the above considerations, which are referred to as its man
ifestations. The most important manifestations of a specific taboo in
a society include:
1. a sanction imposed when an individual openly violates a social pro
hibition or when the news of this fact becomes public. It is mani
fested by disapproval on the part of the environment, conflict and
29 J. Górecki, Rozwód, W arszawa 1965, p.105.
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even by the exclusion of the individual from the community, social
ostracism (according to some researchers, this type of ‘manifesta
tion’ is associated with a narrowly conceived moral taboo);
2. a sense of shame / embarrassment / experienced by the individual
violating the prohibition or having contact with its manifestation;
3. public comments on the functioning of taboo, made by our contem
poraries, who in various forms (scientific, literary, film, etc.) present
a critical diagnosis of the society;
4. a need to ‘bypass the topic’30 in public discourse. Too direct, too sug
gestive, too ‘communicative’ forms, which refer to the phenomena
controlled by social censorship, are excluded from the normal use
of language and are not spoken of. Direct statements are replaced
by euphemisms, metaphors, diminutives, comparisons, or other al
ternative forms / e.g. medical language/31.
It is worth mentioning at this point that, thus far, it is language taboo
that has attracted particular the interest of researchers, in and outside
of Poland, due to the most available sources.
To analyse taboo, one should not only look for manifestations of ta
boo, answer questions on objects of taboo, controlling instances, extent
of its impact, context or mechanisms accompanying it, strengthening or
weakening its force, but above all, repeat the question about its purpose
(apart, of course, from the general application of the universal human
pursuit of maximum order = control of the surrounding world). Finally,
we are left with the ‘simple’ task of finding out what impact the taboo
and its changes have on the life of a particular Pole. In the context of
individual experience, subsequent, very important questions about the
role of shame, disgust and fear inevitably arise.
The study of border areas allows us to grasp the essence of the
rules the social order of Communist-era Poland relied upon. This will
help us to draw conclusions on internal social tensions, the strength of
modernisation processes and the durability of ‘traditional’ thinking, as
it was referred to in the era of our interest. I also think that it will show
the diversity of Polish post-war environments, which one can lose sight
30 Zob. szerzej Z. Leszczyński, Szkice o tabu językowym, Lublin 1988.
31 Cf.: S. Widłak, Zjawisko tabu językowego, „Lud” 52 (1968); Allan K., Burridge K., Forbidden words. Taboo and Censoring o f the Language, Cambridge
University Press 2006.
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of when looking at post-war Poland from the perspective of Krakow or
Warsaw.

Tabu jako kategoria badawcza w warsztacie historyka
Artykuł dokumentuje poszukiwania sposobów wykorzystania w bada
niach historiograficznych tabu, jako kategorii charakterystycznej dla ba
dań antropologicznych. Autorka postawiła sobie za cel odpowiedź na
pytanie o możliwości zastosowania tej kategorii w praktyce badawczej,
prezentację towarzyszących badaniom wątpliwości oraz korzyści, jakie
tego typu interdyscyplinarne ujęcie może nieść dla zrozumienia epoki
historycznej.
Zasadniczą cześć analityczną tekstu poprzedza wprowadzenie,
mające na celu podkreślenie podstawowych różnic semantycznych
pojawiających się w toku rozwoju naukowej refleksji na temat tabu,
ze szczególnym podkreśleniem kocepcji Mary Douglas, według któ
rej wszelkie struktury społeczną są „powiązane cienką i splataną nicią
utkaną z idei nieczystości, nieporządku, zagrożenia i tabu”. W nawią
zaniu do refleksji Joanny Tokarskiej-Bakir na temat historycznego funk
cjonowania tytułowego zjawiska, autorka stara się wypracować projekt
„morfologii” tabu użyteczny w praktycznych badaniach źródłowych na
temat tabu obyczajowego obecnego w wyobrażeniach społecznych
w powojennej Polsce.

Tabu als Forschungskategorie im historischen Verfahren
Der Artikel stellt die Suche danach dar, wie das Tabu als eine für Anthro
pologie charakteristische Kategorie in den historiografischen Forschun
gen genutzt wird. Zum Ziel setzt sich die Autorin die Antwort auf die
Frage nach der Möglichkeit, diese Kategorie in die Forschungspraxis
umzusetzen. Außerdem stellt sie bei den Forschungen aufgetauchte
Zweifel sowie unbestrittene Nutzen dar, mit denen diese interdisziplinä
re Auffassung zu dem Verständnis der historischen Epoche beitragen
kann.
Dem analytischen Hauptteil des Textes geht die Einleitung voran,
deren Funktion ist, semantische Grundunterschiede zu betonen, die in
der Forschung zum Thema Tabu auftauchen. Hervorgehoben wird die
Konzeption von Mary Douglas, nach der alle gesellschaftlichen Struk-
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turen „mit dem dünnen, geflochenen Faden gebunden sind, der aus
den Ideen der Unredlichkeit, Unordnung, Bedrohung und Tabu gewebt
wird“. In Bezug auf die Reflexion von Joanna Tokarska-Bakir zum Tabu
phänomen, bemüht sich die Autorin, das Projekt der „Tabumorphologie”
auszuarbeiten, das sich für die praktischen Quellenforschungen zum
Thema des gesellschaftlichen Tabus, welches in den soziologischen
Vorstellungen im Nachkriegspolen auftritt, als nützlich erweist.

